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INTRODUCTION

1, The Executive Committee at its eighth meeting in Addis Ababa in November

1.97£ adopted three draft resolutions concerning African preparations for the

international negotiations on trade, finance and monetary matters, for action

by the ECA Conference of Ministers. The EGA.Conference of Ministers at its

second meeting in Accra in February 1973 adopted these drafts with minor amend

ments, as resolutions 243(xi) concerning African participation in negotiations

in the trade, finance and monetary spheres;244(Xl)« Declaration on trade and

developmentj aJ^L 245(XI) concerning a Conference, of African Ministers of Trade,

Development and Slnance. In these resolutions reference ie made in particular

to the following international issues:

(i) The multilateral trade negotiations;

(ii) The inter-governmental consultations on specific commodities;

(iii): The negotiations for the establishment of a new world monetary

system; ..'."'

(iv) The implications for African countries of the enlargement of the,

European Economic ..Community.

2. This paper briefly reviews the'preparatory activities for these negotiations

on the international level, the level of developing countries and the level of

African countries, as well as the activities of the ECA secretariat.
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PREPARATIONS ON THE INTER-GOVERNMENTAL LEVEL

Multilateral trade negotiations

3. The initiative for a new round of multilateral trade negotiations within

GATT was taken by the major developed trading countries in the wake of the

monetary crisis, which als'o raised problems of adjustments in the field of

international trade and finance. In a declaration made in February 1972, EEC,

Japan and the United States stated that the negotiations should cover "inter alia

all elements of trade including measures which impede or distort agricultural

raw materials and industrial trade". At a meeting of the GATT Council, 9 March

1972, the other developed countries welcomed the initiative of the major trad

ing countries and indicated their intention to participate in the negotiations.

The developing countries did not at that stage commit themselves. In resolution

82(lll) of the third session of UNCTAD, the Conference noted that, while the
developing countries had expressed appreciation of the initiative taken by the

developed countries, they did not commit themselves to taking part in it until

the techniques and modalities were evolved with their full participations to

ensure that they would adequately take into account their interests and aspira

tions.

4. The time-table for the negotiations in 1973 is now known. At the annual

assembly of the member countries of GATT, the industrialized countries agreed

on 14 November 1972 to open global trade negotiations in GATT in 1973. These

industrialized countries expressed the hope that the negotiations could be

concluded in 1975* The developing countries, whether or not members of GATT,

were invited to take part in the negotiations. A Preparatory Committee for the

multilateral trade negotiations was set up. The developing countries are parti

cipating in the work of the Committee. This Committee, which has already met

twice, is expected to hold its final meeting in July 1973 so as to have its

report ready in good time for a GATT meeting at ministerial level to be held in

Tokyo from 12 to 14 September 1973. The ministerial meeting in Tokyo is to

launch the negotiations themselves. The ministers will decide, on the basis

of recommendations by the Preparatory Committee, on the objectives, the scope

and the conditions of the negotiations. They will also establish the Trade

Negotiations Committee, which traditionally steers negotiations in GATT.

5. With a view to preparing themselves for the multilateral trade negotiations,

the Group of 77 in Geneva has set up a Co-ordinating Committee. This Committee

has nominated three working groups dealing respectively with the principles and

objectives of the multilateral trade negotiations, negotiations for the liberal

ization of non-tariff barriers, and safeguards and adjustment measures. The

proposals prepared by the three working groups were finalized at the beginning

of May 1973 for study and follow-up action by the Co-ordinating Committee of
the Group of 77.

6. The African preparations for the multilateral trade negotiations have pro
ceeded both on an expert level and on a level of the highest policy-making

bodies. The OAU Heads of State and Government at their ninth meeting in Rabat

in June 1972 adopted a declaration on the United Nations Conference on Trade

and Development, including recommendations related to trade negotiations. The

Heads of State and Government decided that a conference of African ministers
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should "be convened to strengthen .the common African stand with a view to con

ducting negotiations with, the other partners in the international community.

Similarly,, the.Board of Governors of the African -Development Bank, at its

eighth annual meeting in Algiers in July 1972, recommended the convening of

a.Ministerial Conference of African States to elaborate a common platform.

7. The ECA/OAU joint meeting on trade and development, at its seventh session

in August 1972,adopted a draft declaration on trade and development for con

sideration by African ministers. A part of the declaration deals with the multi

lateral trade negotiations. The declaration was considered by the EGA Executive

Committee at its eighth -meeting in November 1972- The :Exqc;utive Committee

decided to submit the draft declaration, with amendments, together with two

draft: resolutions on African participation in negotiations-in the trade, finance

and monetary.spheres and on a conference of African Ministers of Trade, Develop

ment and Finance to the ECA Conference of Ministers at its. second meeting in

Accra in February 1973* The ECA Conference of Ministers adopted:the three

-drafts*-, ■ ■■'....; :■;

8. : ^Preparatory to the African Ministerial Conference, a number of meetings

..were held between experts of .the three organizing bodies as well as between

eatperts of African Governments. Tho African Ministerial conference on trade,

finance and monetary problems, held in Abidjan from 9 to 13 May 1973| finally

adopted a report and a draft African declaration on co-operation, development

and economic independence in which the African countries, inter alia, undertake

to act collectively, in the multilateral trade negotiations in order to safeguard

a .number .of specific objectives. ..The declaration and the report were :adopted

by the OAU Conference of Heads of State and Government at its tenth meeting in

Addis Ababa at the ,end of May 1973.

Ijater-governmental consultations on specific commodities

9. The third session of UNCTAD, in its resolution 83(lll)f decided that the
seventh session of the Committee on Commodities of UNCTAD should ■.,be, convened

as a special session "for the purpose of organizing intensive inteiv^ovemmental

consultations on agreed commodities or groups of commodities,, including the

setting up, as may be appropriate, of ad hoc consultative groups with the aim

of reaching concrete and significant results on trade liberalization and pric

ing policy early in the 1970s"*

10. The Conference requested the Secretary-General of tJNCTAD to carry out in

advance of the special session of the Committee on Commodities consultations

with representatives of interested governments concerning the commodities which

should be the subject of intensive consultations and the procedures to be

followed therein. Such consultations were begun in September 1972» through

informal discussions with government representatives and by means of a note

vepbaiesont to all States members of UNCTAD. On the basis of suggestions re

ceived from-governments and views expressed by them in informal consultations

and criteria laid down by the UNCTAD Trade and Development Board, the UNCTAD

secretariat proposed to the seventh (special) session of Committee on Commodities
an initial list of commodities to be the subject of the intensive inter-govern

mental consultations.
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11. The seventh (special) session of the Committee on tiommodities met in
Geneva from 27 February to 10 March 1973. While "the GATT negotiations referred

to above will be concerned primarily with the reduction of trade barriers,

the intensive inter-governmental consultations will be concerned with both

access to markets and pricing policy. The two sets of consultations and

negotiations will therefore be mutually supporting. The commodity consulta
tions will focus primarily upon the trade interests of the developing countries,

while the initiative for the trade negotiations arose from problems of developed

countries, although it has been stated that special attention will be given to

the interests of developing countries in these negotiations.

12* ' The main problem facing the Committee on Commodities was to reach an

agreement on the list of commodities which should be the subject of the in

tensive inter-governmental consultations. This problem was clearly reflected

in the cable sent by the Chairman of the African Group in Geneva to the Chair

man' of the ECA Conference of Ministers in Accra in February 1973. The African

Group sought unanimous agreement by the Conference of Ministers on the African

list of commodities to be submitted to the seventh (special) session of the

Committee on Commodities. In a cabled reply, the Chairman of the ECA Conference

of Ministers, Major Kwame Baah, informed the Geneva Group that the Ministerial

meeting had considered their message and decided to request the African Group

in Geneva to demand'the addition of cocoa, coffee, sugar and potash to the list

of commodities suggested by the UNCTAl) secretariat.

13. :In accordance with/the decision of the ECA Conference of Ministers, the

African Group formally submitted a list of commodities including the four pro

ducts listdd in the,Conference decision. Some of these commodities evoked

strong opposition from other regional groups at the meeting of the Committee

on Commodities, in particular the Latin American Group. This is clear from

the letter sent by the Chairman of the African Group in Geneva to the Chairman

of the ECA Conference- of Ministers. The letter is reproduced in annexJIw

14. At the end of its deliberations, the Committee on Commodities adopted,

without vote, a resolution setting out the modalities for intensive inter

governmental commodity consultations. The following commodities were proposed

by the different groups as the subject matter for the consultahtions:

By the African Gyoup, submitted in order of priority

I: Coffee, oilseeds, oils and fats, phosphates, manganese ore
/■

II: Cocoa, wine, hides and skins, fruits, cotton

III: Vegetables 'and pulsej, sugar, meat, zinc, potash

, IV: Pyrethrum, rice, iron ore, tobacco, grains, tea, hard fibres

and jute, rubber;

By the Asian countries members of the Group of 77 and Yugoslavia

Coffee, cotton, fruits, grains, hard fibres and jute, hides and skins,

meat, oilseeds, oils and fats, pepper, rice, rubber and lai^x, tea, timber,

tobacco, iron ore, manganese ore, nickel, phosphates, tungsten;
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By the Latin-American Group

Cotton, dairy products, fruits, grains, hard fibres, hides and skins,

honey, jute, oilseeds, oils and fats, olive oil, rice, rubber, tea,

tobacco, tungsten, vegetables and pulses, wool, zinc; (There was no
unanimity in the Group on the inclusion of iron ore);

By certain developed market economy countries in Group B

Chrome, citrus fruits, cotton, mercury, olive oil, tobacco, wine.

15, The Secretary-General of UUCTAD was requested to determine, on the basis of

the commodity lists submitted by the different groups* the commodities which

should be the subject of the intensive inter-governmental consultations, after

consultations and by agreement with the interested governments.

16* The African Group in Geneva has accordingly followed up the resolution of

the Committee on Commodities with consultations with the Secretary-General of

UNCTAD. The results of these consultations are set out in a letter from the

Chairman of the African Group in Geneva to the Secretary-General of 10CTAD. From

that letter, which is reproduced in annex II, it appears that it has been

broadly agreed that:

(i) Coffee will be included iritho list of commodities that would
immediately be the subject of intensive1 inter-governmental

consultations,

(ii) Full consideration will be given to the list of commodities
submitted by the African Group and the order of priority

suggested by the African Group,

(iii) The Secretary-General of UNCTAD will continue to endeavour to
agreement on the inclusion of phosphate.

Negotiations for the establishment of a new world monetary system

17- As a result of the disturbances within the international monetary system

that culminated in and followed the decision by the United States on 15 August

1971 to suspend the convertibility of the US dollar into gold and other reserve

assets, improvement or reform of the international monetary system became ?

matter of increased urgency. A resolution establishing a Committee of the

Board of Governors on Reform of the International Monetary System and Related

Issues the so-called Committee of 20 was adopted by the Board of Governors of

IMF 26 July 1972- The main task of the Committee is to advise and report to

the Board of Governors on -all aspects of reform of the international monetary

system, including proposals for amendments of the articles of the International

Monetary Fund.
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18. The Committee consists of one member appointed "by each country or group
of countries appointing or electing an Executive Director of the Fund. This
means that Africa has three members on the Committee of 20, from Ethiopia,

Morocco and Zaire. Each member of the Committee has appointed two associates
who are entitled to participate in the meetings of the Committee. The follow
ing African countries are represented as associates: Algeria, Peoples Republic
of Congo, Ghana,• Ivory Coast, Nigeria and Zambia. The members of the Committee

have appointed Deputies who are preparing the work of the Committee, The

following African countries are represented as Deputies; Mauritius, Tanzania,

Tunisia and Zaire. The Deputies have appointed a number of advisors who may
attend the meetings of the Deputies. The following African countries are re
presented as advisers: Ethiopia, Gambia, Mauritius, Morocco, Nigeria, Senegal
and Zambia. This means that in principle fourteen African co-jntries can

participate in the international efforts to reform the world monetary system.

19. The Deputies meet at about two-month intervals. The Chairman of the
Deputies has set as a goal the preparation of reform issues to enable the

Committee of 20 to consider complete proposals at the time of the Fund's next

annual meeting, in Nairobi in September 1973. However, following the last

meeting of the Deputies on 25 May 1973, the Chairman expressed some doubt as

to whether the finance ministers.and the central bank governors on the Committee
of 20 wouLd be able to meet prior to the IJCF annual session in Nairobi. He

indicated that the Deputies needed to hold further talks before a decision will

be reached regarding "the ministerial level meeting.^

20. The Group of 77 has established an Inter-governmental Group of 24 on inter

national monetary issues. This group has met, at ministerial level, three

times, in April 1972, in September 1972 and in March 1973, to review develop

ments in the international monetary system and to ensure that the monetary re

form proposals give due consideration to the needs of developing countries.

The last meeting of the Group of 24 took place immediately following new strains

in the foreign exchange markets. Notwithstanding the agreement reached at the

third session of UHCTAD to the effect that the developing countries should

participate more fully in international decision—making on monetary questions,

a group of the world's richest countries had again taken vital decisions affect

ing the life and future of the peoples of the Third World without the partici

pation of tne developing countries.

21. The Group of 24 therefore expressed concern that the arrangements reached

had disrupted progress toward the collective management of the international

monetary system. It considered than as a setback to the process of inter

national consultation, effectively involving the entire membership of the Fund.

The members affirmed their conviction that a system of stable exchange rates

based on adjustable par values expressed in SDRs constitutes an essential

element of a satisfactory international monetary order. They also reaffirmed

their support for the creation of a link between SDRs and additional develop

ment finance.

1/ International HeraldTribune, 26-27 May 1973.
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22. The report of the African Ministerial Conference in Abidjan, as adopted

by the OAtf Heads of State and Goverment l/ contains a chapter on the African

stand on monetary problems. However, the African declaration on co-operation,

development and economic independence1' has no direct reference to measures for

reform of ■ the international monetary system. The part dealing with monetary

and financial matters refers to measures to promote effective monetary co

operation among African countries*

23. The third regular meeting of the Association of African Central Banks will

take place in Lagos from 20 to 24 August 1973. This meeting is preceded by

meetings of the subregional committees of the Association. The East African

and the West African subregional committees met in May 1973. It will be re

called that the second regular meeting of the Association, coining immediately

after the suspension of the convertibility of the US dollar on 15- August 1971»

adopted a statement which strongly influenced not only African positions at the

1971 annual meeting of IMP, but also those of the ministerial meeting of the

Group of 24 and of the Group of 77 in the Declaration of Lima.

The implications for African countries of the enlargement of the European

Economic Community

24. The European Economic Community was enlarged on 1 January 1973 to include

Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom. The Act of Accession contains, in

Protocol 22, certain offers to Commonwealth African countries..

25. Subsequently,the Commission of the European Communities has submitted a

' Memorandum to the EEC Council of Ministers on the future relations between the

Community, the present AASM States and the countries in Africa, the Caribbean,

the"-Indian and Pacific Oceans referred to in Protocol No. 22 to the Adt of

Accession. In the Memorandum, the Commission also makes reference to other

African oountries not referred to in Protocol 22, but which have "comparable j

prbducts-.and^s.tiiucture'.t...and.'whi.Gh :iaay;wijsJiJto...ta]je.;P^ .

with the Community. .,_.'■..'..

26. The Yaounde Convention and the Arusha Agreement expire on 31 January 1975*
Both Conventions stipulate that, 18 months before they lapse, that is, as from

1 August 1973, the "Contracting Parties; shall consider what arrangements could

be envisaged for a further period"* The 31st Janauary 1975 is also the expiry

date of the transitional arrangements which maintain the status quo, particu

larly in respect of their exports to the United Kingdom, for the countries

referred to in Protocol 22 to the Act of Accession.

27. As far as NorthAfrican countries are concerned, a five-year preferential

trade agreement between Egypt and EEC entered into force on-1 January 1973.

The Tunis and Rabat agreements-- for' association between EEC* and Tunisia and HEC

and Morocco expire on 31' August I97'4i and there have already been contaots

between the parties on the conclusion of new agreements on a broader basis.

There have also been negotiations to establish a legal framework for the d.o facto

situation between Algeria and-EEC, Since its independence Algeria has not been

linked by any agreement with EEC, but has to some extent continued to benefit

\j See paragraphs 6-8 above.

■V
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from the preferential treatment for which it was eligible under its former

stales, Algeria announced ai the beginning of 1973 that the tariff preferences

nitherto granted to EEC would be discontinued. In the future, except in oases
of reciprocal reductions, all countries will be treated the same with regard

to tariffs. Since last summer EEC has been engaged in working out a "global!1

Mediterranean Strategy, under which aid, technical assistance and the question

of emigrant workers would be included in comprehensive agreements. The Council

of Ministers has set itself a deadline of 1 July for drawing :up proposals for

talks with "priority countries11 (which include the three Maghreb countries). -

The talks are supposed to be concluded by 1 September 1974* except for. the trade

provisions which are to become effective 1 January. %/

2Q*; A iiu$ibQr of meetings have been taking place in Africa wj.th a, view to pre
paring the African positions in respect of the region's relations with EEC.

A Panel of Experts, which met in Accra in February 1973 under the auspices of

ECA, adopted a number of agreed conclusions on the relations between Africa and

EEC. The ninth session of the Conference of African and European Parliamenta

rians, which met in Kinshasa in March 1973t discussed the relations between the

associated States arid the Community. Representatives of State's associated, with

the Community under the Yaounde" Convention and African Commonwealth countries

met in Kigali on 2 April to search for a "unanimous" position on Africa's

relations with EEC. A Commonwealth Trade Ministers Conference met in Nairobi

on 5 April as a jfollow-aip to a similar meeting held in February in Lagos, while

the Yaounde associates met in Abidjan at the beginning of May 1973. On an all-

African level, efforts have been made under the auspioes of OAU/aDB/ECA to
arrive at a common African approach which could, provide a platform for negotia

tion, of a new. relationship between Africa and EEC. Such a common approach,

embodying r, number of principles, was adopted by the OAU Reads of State and

Government at their tenth session in Addis Ababa at the end of May 1973.

Inter-dependence of problems of trade* development finance and the international
monetary system

29* In view of the great importance attached by African countries to inter

dependence of problems of trade, development finance and the international

monetary system, the following paragraphs *utline briefly developments since

the eighth meeting of the ECA Executive Committee in Addis Ababa in November

1972.. ...;■. ■ . .. : ■, ,:

30. It will be recalled' that this question received considerable attention at

the twelfth session of the UNCTAD Trade and Development Board in October 1972. •

African countries recommended in a draft resolution the establishment of per

manent inteis-governmental machinery for consultations between GATT, IMF and

UNCTAD to ensure co-ordination between the decisions taken and the courses of

action which.these organizations might decide to^pursue within their respective

spheres of competence. African delegations considered that their proposal was

basic to an effective participation of African, countries in the forthcoming

negotiations. As a result of divergent interests both within the Group of 77

and between the developing countries and the other groups on the Board, it .was

decided to transmit the African recommendation to a resumed session of the

Board.

i/ Financial Times, 30 May 1973.
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31. The twelfth resumed session of the Board met in Geneva from 7 to 11 May

1973* A resolution on inter-dependence of problems of trade, development

finance and the international monetary system was adopted by consensus. In

the resolution the Board has decided that it should keep under review progress

made in thdse fields, consider the matter at its thirteenth session in August

1973 and hold a special session. At the insistence of the African Group,.the

resolution also requests the Secretary-General of UNCTAD to keep under constant

review the existing arrangements for the solution of inter-related problems of

trade, development finance and international monetary issues in a co-ordinated

manner, with the aim of proposing any improvements and modifications that may

be necessary to make the arrangements more effective.

32. African countries can derive satisfaction from the role +hey have played

in drawing the attention of the international community to the essential inter

relationship between problems in the monetary, trade and financial spheres.

There is nqw a general recognition of the importance of ensuring consistency

between aotions in these areas. Although there is still a feeling that the

'creation of new machinery for this purpose should be avoided, the resolution

adopted by the Trade and Development Board lends some support to the.African

view that new mechanisms should not be ruled out and that the matter should

continue to be kept under review. No one has ;objected, or can object, to

consultations among developed countries on the question of inter-dependence,

as was proposed by the so-called Rey Committee, l/ a proposal that seems to
have found increasing favour recently among these countries. 2/

33. But the co-ordination of international policies in these various fields

should not be the exclusive province of a limited group of countries. Deci

sions on these matters should be taken only in fully representative forums.

The inter-dependence of problems and solutions in the various fields .calls

for a comprehensive approach that will bring balanced benefit to all coun

tries and groups of countries.

PREPARATIONS ON THE SECRETARIAT LEVEL

34« In pursuance of resolution 82(lll) of the third session of UNCTAD and
the conclusions of the twenty-eighth session of Contrasting Parties to GATT,

\J Report by the High Level Group on Trade and Related Problems to the .

Secretary-General of OECD.

2/ The EEC Commission's proposal for a strategy for the multilateral trade

negotiations, submitted to the EEC Committee of permanent representatives at

the end of May 1973 states: "International action at the trade level on the

scale envisaged would be seriously compromised if means were not found of pro

tecting the world economy from such shocks and imbalances within the monetary

system as have made themselves felt recently. If the defects of the monetary

system cannot be remedied by measures at the trade level, it will not be

possible to pursue successfully the policy of world trade liberalization, in

the absence of parallel efforts permitting the establishment of an adequate

monetary system" (Le Monde, 27-28 May 1973).
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work is already in progress in these two secretariate concerning the participa-

tion of developing- countries in the trade negotiations. The GATT secretariat

is providing background documentation for the preparatory work being carried ■ •

out in various GATT committees. In addition, it is compiling, on the request

of individual developing countries, information on trade flows frcjm these

countries to the developed markets and on the tariff and' non-tariff "barriers

affecting their exports; Various tUJCTAD divisions are actively engaged in

tasks designed to assist the" developing countries in the negotiations. ,

35* The ECA secretariat, in its'activities, will necessarily have to take

into account work already done in tKe secretariats of GATT and UNCTAD, as well

as Work planned to be carried out by them. .However, the diversity of the

economic interests and the. complex alignments of African countries call for
parallel ECA studies and analyses to be made from standpoints different from -

those of the two global agencies. But the analytical work to be carried out

in the ECA secretariat will consist mainly of further processing and.analysis

of material to; be obtained from GATT and TJNCTAD. There will be no collection

of raw data or primary tabulation. There is no intention of making theoretical

studies or general surveys for their own sake.

36. To achieve as close-a oc-ordination as possible with the work carried out

in GATT and UHCTAD, and to avoid duplication of effort» a number of consulta

tions have taken place between members of the three secretariats. The follow

ing is presently the extent of co-operation and the schedule of work:
* ■ ■

(i) ECA will receive from GATT punch cards showing the trade of indivi

dual African countries with the main developed market economy

countries, specifying the most favoured nation tariffs on individual

products; These data are the basis for the computer printouts

provided by GATT for a number of developing oountries, including

some African countries. These printouts appear to be a very con

venient source of information for reference, but they tend to be

highly comprehensive and accordingly very bulky. A considerable

amount of further calculations will be needed before the data can

be used for developing the negotiating positions of individual

African countries or groups of African countries. The punch cards

received from GATT will provide the basis for such further calcula

tions to be carried out on the computer set-up in the ECA secretariat.

The storage of these data in a computer retrievable data bank may

also be used at a later stage in assessing the benefits and costs

of any tariff and non-tariff barriers changes which might be proposed

in the course of the negotiations. .

(ii) Since the GATT data only cover one calendar year and do not show

trade evolution or growth and also do not give specific quantified

information onnon^taraff barriers or the incidence of levies, con

sultations have taken place with UNCTAD to try to obtain this in

formation from their computerized data files. UHCTAD has further ,

been requested to .provide, if possible, data on the growth of pro

duction and consumption of specific commodities in major developed

markets and to put at our disposal the, statistical results of their

analysis of the escalation of tariff levies with the degree of pro

cessing of the finished products. When that study is completed it

will provide additional useful data for the ECA project. This in

formation will be supplied on punch cards to be included in the ECA

computer data bank for the project.
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(ii:i.) In addition .to the analytical work described above, it is planned

to hold a number of seminars or orientation workshops in co-operation

with the TJNCTAD inter-regional project. These workshops will have

three main objectives:

(a) General orientation of the background and the framework of the

multilateral trade negotiations;

(b) Training in negotiating techniques;

(c) Advice on the organization of governmental services to provide

technical and administrative "backstopping" during the negotia

tions.

- A basic aim of the workshops will be to facilitate discussion among

the. participants with a view to enhancing their negotiating efficiency.

The first of these workshops will be held in Addis Ababa in November

1973-. -

(iv) An important aspect of the ECA activities will be to provide briefing

and servicing facilities for government experts and polioy-making

meetings. These meetings will specifically be charged with the

review of the negotiations, and evaluation of the African positions

in the light of the progress of the negotiations. The appropriate

overall co-ordinating body for these meetings could be the^ECA/OAU
joint meeting on trade and development, .

(v) £he ECA is also contemplating providing advisory services at the

request of African Governments, However, no details oan be given

at this stage of the extent and the scope of these services. An

ordinary international conference caji usually adopt, together with

an agreed agenda, a more or less reliable schedule or work programme,

but the trade negotiations of the kind conducted in GATT are liable

to "be rather unpredictable in rhythm, scope and direction. Surprises

are one of their principle characteristics. The problems of the

forthcoming negotiations are several times more complex.than the

purely tariff bargaining that has featured in previous GATT negotia

tions. In the circumstances, it is therefore premature to draw up

any detailed work plan or to specify the kind of assistance that

will be required by the African countries.

37. The multilateral trade negotiations may give rise to a number of problems

which cannot at present be foreseen. One should therefore not preclude that,

in order to meet the obligations devolving on the ECA secretariat pursuant to

resolution 243(Xl), it may be necessary to extend, strengthen or enlarge the

project at a later stageo

38. Resolution 243(Xl) of the ECA Conference of Ministers at its. second

meeting requests the Executive Secretary to prepare and forward to the United

Nations Development Programme a regional project for assistance to the Commis

sion to enable it to assist member States to participate effectively in these

negotiations at all stages so that their interests would be fully taken into

account. It also requests the Executive1 Secretary to notify'the Governments

of all member States and to invite them to convey their support for the request

to UHDP with a view to securing its approval.
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39. A project requesting a UHDP contribution of US$398,500 was submitted by

ECA on 15 December 1972 on the basis of the draft resolution adopted "by the
Executive Committee at its eighth meeting, l/ The project submission is attached

as annex III*

40. The support received from African Governments in respect of this project

has been overwhelmingi with a wide geographical and political coverage. UHDP-

has received endorsements by 24 African countries - 4 in, Forth Africa, 9 in

West Africa, 8 in East and 3 in Central Africa. Thirteen of the endorsing

countries are associated with the European Economic Community under the Yaounde

Convention, There is therefore broad support in Africa for the project,

41. ECA has received an advance allocation for the posts of advisers on

European integration matters and monetary questions. The adviser on European

integration matters commenced his work on 31 March 1973* A preliminary note

with comments on the memorandum of the EEC Commission 2/ has been distributed
to African Governments (E/CN.14/VP.l/59)- With regard to the posts of advisers
on monetary questions, ECA action has been postponed to enable us to take into

account the decisions of the Abidjan meeting on trade, development and monetary

problems and the outcome of the OAU Conference of Heads of State and Government

in Addis Ababa at the end of May 1973. Contact has been established with the

African members of the Group of 24 and the Committee of 20, pursuant to resolu

tion 245(Xl) of the ECA Conference of Ministers,

42. The other elements of the project, i.e., all elements related to the

provision of assistance to'African Governments in the forthcoming multilateral

trade negotiations in GATT and tl*e consultations on specific commodities in

UNCTAD, have still not been decided upon by UNDP. In giving the advance approval

for the advisers on European integration matters and monetary questions, UHDP

advised us that "the inter-regional adviser recently appointed by U1TCTAD should

prepare an overall plan of action for UHDP assistance.in the multilateral trade

negotiations and look specifically at project APR/73/002. No final decision
will be taken on the full-fledged regional project until the report of the

inter-regional adviser is received in March 1973"-

43. The report 'cry the UNCTAD inter-regional adviser was submitted to UHDP on

6 April, after discussions with members of the ECA secretariat. During these

discussions it was agreed that there was no duplication of work in inter

regional project and the African regional project, but that on the contrary

they complemented each other.

44. To try to speed up the implementation of the project in view of the im

minent commencement of the negotiations, ECA had requested a short-term advance

approval for a senior adviser on trade policy and trade negotiations. The main

task of this adviser would be to initiate the quantitative and qualitative

analysis referred to in paragraph 36 above and, on the basis of a review of

\J See paragraph 1 above.

2J Memorandum of the Commission to the Council on the future relations

between the community, the present AASM States and the countries in Africa,

the Caribbean, the Indian and Pacific Oceans referred to in Protocol No. 22

to the Act of Accession (COM(73) 500/fin..).
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African preparations! to identify and initiate appropriate studies at the

national, subregional and regional levels, ECA has now (28 May) been requested

to submit a detailed work plan for the senior adviser, x

45* UUDP has already approved a Latin American Project, of the same magnitude,

for assistance to Latin American countries in the forthcoming trade negotiations,

Latin American countries are probably in a more favourable position than African

countries both as far as officials with trade negotiating experience and the

ability of tneir Government services to provide most ox the data needed for

the negotiations are concerned. For the vast majority of African countriesf

the trade representation services are not wide and the research facilities in

their home capitalsi if any, are limited. Therefore the need for UKDP assist

ance to Africa is all the more urgent.
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ANNEX I

REPUBLIC OF THE IVOIff COAST .

FEilM&flENT MISSION

IN GENEVA

Geneva

28 March 1973

From: The Chairman of the African Group in Geneva

To: The Chairman of the Conference of Ministers

■ of the Economic Commission for Africa

Through: The Executive Secretary of ECA

Dear sir, ■ ' ■,....... .

I have the honour to inform you of the results of the work of the seventh

(special) session of the I3NCTAD Committee on Commodities, which took place in
Geneva from 27 February to 10 March under the chairmanship of His Excellency

Ambassador TUTU of Ghana.

I should like to draw your attention to some specific matters which

threatened to disrupt the spirit of the Group of 77, which, when it acts in

concert, wields fundamental economic and political power within the various

United Nations bodies in Geneva- and within UNCTAD in particular.

What happened was that, in accordance with a decision taken at the second

session of the Conference of Ministers of the Economic Commission for Africa

at Accra, which had been sent to me by the Chairman, the African Group formally

requested the Group of 77 to support the inclusion of four products, i.e.,

coffee, cocoa, sugar and potash, which seemed to be of vital importance to

Africa, on the Secretary-General's list.

The Latin American Group objected strenuously to this request on grounds

that, since these commodities were already covered by international agreements,

any decisions regarding such commodities should be taken within the intergovern

mental bodies which govern trade in them.

The African Group refuted these arguments, maintaining that the agreements

in question were deficient in that they failed to provide adequate means for

solving problems connected with access to markets. It was the African Group's

contention that UNCTAD provided the only context in which the required inter

national action could be initiated and brought to a successful conclusion.

Paced with this dilemma and desirous of safeguarding the unity of the

seventy-seven, the Chairman of the Committee, the Chairman of the Group of 77

and the Secretary-General of UNCTAD suggested that each group should submit a

list of products from their region and that it should then be the Secretary-

General's task to hold consultations with Governments for the purpose of choos

ing a number of commodities according to an order of priority and the time

table for the consultations.
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Although the African Group was not satisfied with this compromise, it

supported the procedure outlined above solely because it wished to bring the

work of this Committee, which is chaired by an African, to a smooth conclusion.

Nevertheless the Group disapproved of the incomprehensible attitude of

the Latin American Group and of the way some of its members resorted to

stalling tactics in an attempt to defeat the African request.

It should also be noted that during the second session of the Committee,

the spokesman of the Latin jkmerican Group cast serious doubts on the impar

tiality of the Committee's chad-rman. In his view, the Chairman had acted

"dishonestly-and immorally" by trying to add a reference to UNCTAD resolution

62(lll) on the least developed countries to tha preamble of a draft resolution

he had submitted. The reference in question has already been submitted to

the Group of 77, which had accepted it. .

I felt it my duty to report this incident to you for your-information

since it has set a dangerous precedent in the Group of 77.

. ■ Sincerely yours, . :

Benie .NIOUPtN
Ambassador and Permanent Representative

Chairman of.the African Group

in Geneva
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4th May, 1973

ANNEX II

The Secretary-General

UNCTAD

Palais des Nations

Geneva

Dear Sir,

1. I am directed by the African Group Members of the Trade and Development

Board to convey to you their sincere thanks and appreciation for the cordial

discussion you had with them on the issue of the list of commodities which

will form the basis of intensive Intergovernmental Consultation. I am also

to express their implicit confidence in you and the Secretariat in general.

2. It is, furthermore, their wish that I should confirm the broad agreement

reached at that meeting which are as follows:-

(a) that coffee would be included in the list of commodities that would

immediately be the subject of intensive Intergovernmental Consulta

tion.

(b) that full consideration would be given to the list of commodities

and the order of priority as contained in Annex A of document

No. TD/b/CI/VII/mISC. 3 of 20th March 1973-

(c) that you would continue in the endeavour to secure agreement on the

inclusion of phosphate,

3. Sir, I wish also to take this opportunity to refer to a continuing

tendency in which a country or groups of countries attempt to veto the list

of commodities submitted by the African Group of countries. In my opinion,

the intergovernmental consultations on commodities should be based on the

principles of fairness and equity for which I should be gratefully indebted

to your good self if they would be observed in future.

Please accept, Sir, the assurances of my highest consideration and

esteem.

Yours faithfully,

David Thomas

Ambassador of the Republic of Liberia

Chairman of the African Group

of the Members of the Board
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UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

Project of the Governments of

(Algeria, Botswana, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic,

Chad, Dahomey, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Gambia,

Ghana, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Libya,

Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, Morocco, Niger,

Nigeria,; PeopleTs Republic of the Congo, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra

Leone, Somalia* Sudan, Swaziland, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, United

Republic of Tanzania, Upper Volta, Zaire, Zambia).

Title z Assistance to African countries in connexion with the forth

coming negotiations in the trade, monetary and financial spheres

Number 1

Sector 1 International trade

Sub-sector: Trade policy

Regional Co—operating Agency :

Economic Commission for Africa

. (EGA) on behalf of ECA member
States

Date of submission 1 15 December 1972

Duration : 15 months

Executing Agency:

United Nations Conference

on Trade and Development

(UNCTAD)

Starting date, 1 February 1973
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On behalf of Regional

Co-operating Agency

(Signature)
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On behalf of Executing Agency
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On behalf of UNDP
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Date-
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I* BACKGROUND AND SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Justification of--the project

1. Exports generally contribute about one-fourth of the total resources

available to African Governments* Africars trade accordingly has a major

role within the context of the Second United Nations Development Decade^

as part of the African strategy for development in the 197Os^/ if the

development requirements of the region is to be met.

2. While the oonunodity composition of the region8s imports is dominated

by consumer goodc, primary commodities represent 80 to 90 per cent of

total exportsc Exports of minerals have increased steadily during the last

decade, mainly from a limited number of African countries, with the result

that their share in Africa's total exports now''is more than 50 per cent.

The rate of growth of nbn-mirieral exports, and particularly of agricultural

ones, from which most African countries derive the major part of their

export earnings has been slow as a result of difficulties in regard to.both

prices and to access to markets. The traditional outlets for most African

products have become less and less secure. A number of African countries

find that their•traditional markets are opened more aid more to outside

competition, or that their products fade major barriers, mostly of a non-

tariff naturef when they are in processed form.

3» Very close monetary links exist between most African countries and

some non-African countries. As a result of these close ties, in particular

with Western European countries, the adjustments npw taking place in the

world monetary system have caused, and may continue to cause, great,

difficulties in the management of African economies.

4- Twenty-two African States are associated with the European Economic

Community, while thirteen African States are members of the British Common

wealth. Four North African; States have preferential trade agreements with

EEC. The enlargement of the European Economic Community will accordingly have

a profound effect on African trade and economies-

Xj General Assembly Hesolution 2626(XXV)»
2/ ECA Resolution 2l8(lX),



5* The world trade and monetary system is now undergoing basic adjustments*

In the monetary field a number of measures directly affecting the trade and

development of African countries have been taken without African monetary

authorities having been involved in the decision-making. The establishment

of the Committee of 20 within IMF, with African membership, may ensure

fuller African participation in the consultations and negotiations on the

reform of the international monetary system.

6, The GATT Council of Ministers at its meeting 7 March 1972 decided to

start a comprehensive round of trade negotiations, subject to the legislative

authorization required by major industrialized countries. The last round

of negotiations under the auspices of GATT, the Kennedy Round, resulted in

considerably lower tariff barriers on industrial products, but they failed

to bring about a major dismantling of the tariffs and non-tariff barriers which

affect the products which are of particular export interest to African countries.

7- The third session of UNCTAD, in resolution 83(lll), decided to

initiate inter governmental consultations on specific commodities or groups

of commodities with the aim of reaching concrete and significant results

on trade liberalization and pricing policy early in the 1970s.

8. There is clear and real danger that the interests of African countfies

individually or the region as a whole may be placed in the background in the

above negotiations.

First, because the developed countries will negotiate mainly on

problems of major interest to themselves, questions of interest to

individual developing countries may tend to be neglected or to be

incidental in the negotiation process. It is therefore important for

African countries to follow the negotiations closely so as to ensure

that their interests are taken into account*

Secondly, African countries will be at a disadvantage since many of

them are new to such negotiations, whereas the developed countries

and major developing countries have a long tradition of hard bargaining

both in the trade and in the monetary fields, backed by considerable

expertise on detailed trade and monetary questions.
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Thirdly, the traditional technique of multilateral trade negotiations

within GATT has been for an exchange of tariff concessions on a

bilateral basis between principal importers and principal suppliers.

This bilateral basis inevitably places African countries at a dis

advantage since generally none of them is a,principal supplier

nor has a principal supplying interest. This makes it

necessary for African countries as a group, or groups of African

countries, to adopt common negotiating positions and, if possible, to act

jointly in these negotiations. Such joint action Would also increase

their bargaining position.

9. The forthcoming negotiations within I#F, GATT and UNCTAD will take

place in an atmosphere of considerable strain in tfce world trade and

monetary system. This makes it necessary to search for new means of

reconciling the inter acting objectives in trade, monetary relations and

long-term finance for development. It brings into focus the need for a

realistic and co-ordinated approach to trade and monetary problems.

10. African countries need to define a unified strategy in respect of

these negotiations. It is important that this should be approached in ; .

a co-ordinated manner as regards the specific objectives to be sought, and

that African countries should present a common front in trying to reach

these objectives,

11. This is the background to the decision of the OAU Heads of state

and Government at their ninth meeting in Rabat in June this year to convene ■''

a Conference of African Ministers with a view to conducting negotiations

with the other partners in the international community. The ECA/OAU

Joint Meeting on Trade and Development was instructed to define the scope

of action which African countries should take,

12. the Seventh BCA/OAU Joint Meeting on Trade and Development adopted

a draft declaration for consideration by African Ministers and recommended

that African,countries should convene a Conference of African Ministers to

strengthen the common African stand on the forthcoming, international trade

mnd monetary negotiations. The recommendation was endorsed by the Eighth
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Meeting of the ECA Executive Committee in November 1972, which suggested

that the Ministerial Conference should consider in particular the

following inter-related problems:

(i) intra-Afrioan cb-^operationj '

(ii) the multilateral trade negotiations;

(iii) the governmental trade consultations on specific commodities;

(iv) the negotiations for the establishment of a new world monetary system;

(v) the implications for African'countries of the enlargement of

the European Economic Community.

13* The Eighth ECA Executive Committee meeting also requested the Executive

Secretary to prepare and forward to UNDP a regional project request for

assistance to ECA to enable it to assist its member States by providing

all information and expert services necessary to enable African countries

to participate effectively in the negotiations in the trade, monetary

and finance spheres. The Executive Committee further invited UNDP, as a

matter of urgency to provide maximum support to such a request from EGA.

Institutional framework

14. The main governmental co-ordinating body in respect of the project

will be the ECA/OAU Joint Meeting on Trade and Development. This meeting

holds its sessions regularly once every year. So far seven meetings have

taken place. The eighth meeting is scheduled for 1973. In respect of

monetary questions the main all-^fricah expert body is the Association of

African Central■Banks and its subsidiary organs, the next meeting of the

Association is scheduled for 1973. ■

15. The activities to be carried out under, this regional project will be

located in Addis Ababa, at ECA Headquarters, where the ECA secretariat will

provide assistance in the form of substantive and administrative backstopping.

The ECA secretariat will also maintain close contacts with African countries

and with their main co-ordinating bodies referred to in the preceding paragraphs

as well as with the Organization of African Unity to ensure that the project

activities can be guided by collective African considerations.
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l6« Close co-ordination will be established with the UNCTAD inter-regional

project; particularly in respect of the provision of quantitative and

qualitative data for the African regional project,

17« As the multilateral trade negotiations will take place within the

framework of GATT, co-operation has already been initiated with the GATT

secretariat on-specific aspects of the projects. Such co-operation will be

continued;with GATT on all aspects relevant to the implementation of the

project, :

18. Consultations and close collaboration will be maintained with the

African members of.the Group of 24 and the Committee of 20. Jn addition,

the co-operation of IMF will be sought, where appropriate*,

Provisions for government follow-up

19« The follow-up will be,the responsibility of individual African govern

ments who, as appropriate- may finance such follow-up from their country

IPF's. It is not possible at this stage to identify these follow-up

activities- . , ,' .

Other related activities

20» No related activities have been or are planned to be carried out by

ECA with assistance from bilateral, multilateral or other sources.

Future UNDP assistance ■ -

21. During the second stage of the project, which is expected to commence

at the end of the first quarter of 1974, and to run for 15 months, UNDP ,

may be asked to supply additional support, the magnitude of which will

depend on the course taken by the negotiations during 1973.
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II. OBJECTIVES OP- THE PROJECT

■ *

Long range objectives

22. To assist African countries in their efforts to influence the

development of an international economic climate and system in which

they will have the means of as well as the opportunities for ensuring

self-sustained economic development* "- i

Immediate objectives

23. The immediate objectives is to assist the Governments and monetary

authorities of the countries members of ECA to prepare for, and

participate in, the forthcoming international negotiations in the trade,

monetary and financial spheres, including the negotiations related to

the enlargement of the European Economic Community in so far as they

may affect African countries and the renegotiations of the Association

agreements with EEC; to identify problems in these negotiations which may

require special attention within the context of the economic, social and

institutional situation of each individual African country; and to

search for solutions which will enable African countries to draw maximum

benefit from these negotiations.

24. A first stage is the establishment of a negotiating franevork within

which African countries could act, individually or in groups* This framework

will have to be established by the African Ministerial Conference recommended

by the Organization of African Unity on the basis of stadies which should

identify and? i4' possible, quantify the main problems of a legal,

economic, financial and commercial nature that should be kept in mind by

African countries so as to ensure that the interests of the region are taken

into account. The implementation of this project will entail the prepara

tion of a number of studies such as:

Trade negotiations

(a) Processing and analysis of data on African exports by product

and destination; processing of data on imports into the markets

of the major developed countries in respect of items of major
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interest to the region; importance of individual export items ;

of African countries; share of imports of individual products

of African origin in developed country markets;

(b) Statistical and qualitative assessment of the probable positive

or negative impact on individual African countries or groups

of African countries of concessions discussed during the.trade

negotiations;

(c) Identification of traditional, new and potential products of

export interest to African countries)

(d) Identification of tariff and non-tariff barriers affecting

the exports of individual African countries or groups of

African countries;

(e) Brief strategy papers in respect of specific commodities of

export interest to African countries; actual or potential

importance of the commodities in the export trade.of individual

African countries or groups of African countries; problems of

access to markets or significant pricing problems, with a view

to identifying remedial measures; the relationship between the inter

governmental consultations within UNCTAD and the multilateral

trade negotiations within GATT; . "

(f) Strategy paper on the implications for the existing or potential

benefits African countries derive or may derive from the

Generalized System of Preferences of the trade negotiations;

Monetary issues

(g) Studies on the implications for African countries of international

monetary issues: in particular the implications of the reform of ,

the world monetary system for the flow of financial resources to

the region for the international liquidity position of African

countries, for the indebtedness of African countries, and for

intraWVfrican co-operation in the monetary and payment fields.
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General

(h) Studies related to the enlargement of the European Economic

Community, on aspects of special interest to individual African

countries or specific groups of countries of the regionj

studies related to the renegotiations of African association

agreements with EEC;

(i) Identification of the main juridical, economic} financial and commercial

objectives that African countries should take into account during

the negotiations} bearing in mind the links between the trade

and monetary issues*

25* This list of studies is merely indicative, at least for the period

up to the actual start of the negotiations*

26» In addition to these studies short-*erm advisory services will be

made available to African Governments or groups of Governments on request*

Meetings of government experts will also be held to exchange experiences

and discuss basic documentation to be prepared by the experts working on

the project} as well as documentation submitted by the main international

organizations concerned, i.e* IMF, GAIT and UNCTAD. It is expected that

such meetings will automatically have a training component*

27- The project has no immediate investment potential*



III. WORK PLAN

Description of project activities

Project activities

Processing and analysis of data

on African exports and of imports

into the markets of the major

developed countries

Identification of African tropical

commodities and of the main tariff

and non-tariff trade barriers

affecting them; analysis of the

operation of international

agreement^ or other arrangements;

the effect of the negotiations on

the Generalized System of Preferences;

identification of negotiating

strategies on some of Africa's

major tropical commodities*

Identification of existing and

potential African temperate—zone

agricultural commodities and of

the main tariff and non-tariff

barriers affecting them; analysis of

the operation of international

agrements, or other.arrangementsj

the effect of the negotiations on the

Generalized System of Preferences;

identification of negotiating

strategies on some of Africa's major

existing or potential temperate-zone

agricultural commodities

Location

Addas Ababa

Addis Ababa

Addis Ababa

Proposed duration

and starting date

Three months

(February to

April 1973)

Three months

(March to May 1973)

Three months

(October to December

1973)

three months

(March to May 1973)

Three months

(October to December

1973)



Identification of existing and potential Addis Ababa

African processed agricultural products

and of the main tariff and non-tariff

barriers affecting them; analysis of the

operation of international agreements;or

other arrangements! the effect of the

negotiations on the Generalized System

of Preferences; identification of

negotiating strategies on some of Africa's

major existing or potential processed

agricultural products

Identification of existing or potential Addis Ababa

African non-agricultural commodities

and of the main tariff and non-tariff v

barriers affecting them; analysis of

the operation of international

agreements; or other arrangements;

the effect of the negotiations on

the Generalized System of

Preferences; identification of

negotiating strategies on some of

Africa's major existing or

potential non-agricultural commodities

Identification of existing or potential Addis Ababa

African exports of manufactures and

semi-manufactures and of the main tariff

and non-tariff barriers affecting them;

the effect of the trade negotiations

on the Generalized System of Preferences;

identification of negotiating strategies in

respect of AfricaTs existing or potential

exports of manufactures and semi-manufactures•

Three months

(March to May 1973)

Three months

(October to December

1973) ; v : • .

Three months

(March to May 1973)

Three months

(October to

December 1973)

Two months

(March to April 1973)

Two months

(October to November

1973)
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Identification of the main specific

African problems in the negotiations

for a reform of the world monetary

system; analysis of the impact of

various alternatives on the flow of

financial resources to the region- the

international liquidity position of

African countries, the debt position of

African countries, and intra-African co

operation in the monetary and payments field,

Addis Ababa

Addis Ababa
Studies on the implications for

African countries individually or

groups of African countries of the

enlargement of the European Economic

Cojpmunity; analysis of the inter

relationship of the negotiations on

the basis of Protocol 22 of the Treaty

of the Accession of the United Kingdom,

Denmark and Ireland and the commodity

consultations wiihin UNCTAD, the

multilateral trade negotiations within

GATT and the negotiation on monetary

issues within IMF; studies related to the

re-negotiation of frican association

agreements with EEC

Statistical and qualitative studies on Addis Ababa

the probable positive and negative impact

on individual African economies or the

economies of groups of African countries

of concessions given and obtained

during the above negotiations; the

studies will proceed in two stages - a

first stage to establish methodology and,

if possible, to design preliminary programmes,

and a second analytical stage.

Three months

(March to May 1973)

Three months

(October to

December 1973)

Three months

(March to May 1973)

Three months

(October, to

December 1973)

Three months

(March to May 1973 )

Six months

(October 1973 to
March 1974)
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Provision of advisory services, at the Addis Ababa

request of African Governments and with visits to

monetary authorities., including African

information on trade and tariff policy, countries

monetary issuer and specific negotiating

problems

Meetings of Government experts to

consider the studies being prepared by

thd experts assigned to the project

and to give raw orientation in the

light of developments in the

international bodies concerned« Five

meetings are envisaged,, The two first

one with trade experts and one with

monetary experts, will take place

before the Conference of African

Ministers (probably in July) and trill

prapare draft conclusions for the

Ministers, Two similar meetings will

take place after the GATT Ministerial

Meeting, provisionally scheduled for

September 1973* the annual meeting of

IMF and the start of the negotiations

between African countries and EEC.

Finally, one high-level meeting will

consider all aspects of the issues

involved, evaluate the position and

the progress of the negotiations and

formulate instructions for further

action

Addis Ababa

Twelve months

(36 man-months)

(June to September

1973 and January to

April 1974)

Ten days

June 1973

Ten days

June 1973

Ten days

November 1973

Ten days

November 1973

Ten days

April 1974
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Description of UNDP inputs

Assignment of international staff

28» The project personnel will consist of a group of high-level advisers,

short-terra consultants and administrative and technical support personnel.

a) Advisor iti trade policy and trade negotiations

The expert should have considerable theoretical knowledge and

practical experience in trade negotiations, and in general

be thoroughly familiar with the operation of GATT, and

problems of international trade;

b) Adviser on commodity trade ""'"

The adviser should have a broad knowledge of commodity problems

facing African countries and will particularly advise on

possible solutions within the context of the multilateral trade

negotiations and the inter-governmental commodity consultations.

He should preferably be from Africa;

c) Two advisers on monetary problems

The advisers should have a thorough knowledge of African monetary

problems and should as far as possible have participated in the

present consultations for a reform of the world monetary

system. They should preferably be from the two main monetary

zones in Africa;

d) Adviser on European integration

The adviser should have a thorough theoretical and practical

knowledge of European integration and should as far as possible,

have participated on a governmental level in the negotiation

related to the enlargement of the European Economic Community.

He should be familiar with the specific legal, economic,

financial, and commercial aspee#9^'relat±oim-'1^rwera'x^rTi^ikl

African countries or groups of African countries with European

countries*
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e) Consultants

Specialized short—term consultants with a thorough knowledge

of the problems and conditions of marketing of (i) tropical

commodities; (ii) temperate—zone agricultural commodities;

(iii) processed agricultural products; (iv) non-agricultural

commodities; (v) manufactures and semi-manufactures. They

should as far as possible have practical experience in inter

national trade and have participated in international

consultations and negotiations in respect of these

products. They should preferably be from Africa*

f) Statistical adviser

.The adviser-should have wide theoretical and practical

experience, in,the preparation and analysis of statistics

for. negotiation purposes. He will-design*"-and-carry out, the

analysis of quantitative and qualitative data/ making full use

of the facilities to be provided through the UNCTAD inter-

.- regional project- He should preferably be from Africa*

g) Adviser in analytical research

The adviser should have considerable technical knowledge and

practical experience in computerized research, aimed at analysis

of positions and prospects of individual African countries or

groups of African countries in the forthcoming negotiations;

h) Support personnel

Two research assistants and two typists/secretaries;

i) Meetings of government experts

Five meetings of government trade and monetary experts will be

convened*-. Twelve experts will take part in each meeting.

Provision of sub-contractual services

Not applicable*
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Training provisions'

The advisory missions to African countries and the meetings of

government experts have a training component.

UNDP-provided supplies and equipment

Not applicable.

Description of ECA inputs-

Pre-requisites

The necessary quantitative and qualitative information required

by the experts will be assembled by the EGA secretariat-

Assignment of staff from the ECA secretariat

Staff members of the Trade, Fiscal and Monetary Affairs Division

and the Statistics Division will be working in close collaboration

with the experts-

ECA-provided supplies and equipment

ECA will provide offices and office equipment for the project.
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